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St Mary’s Chilton Foliat.
The Roof repair project

The origins of the church are somewhat vague but there has probably been a church on the site since the 12th
Century. The first listed Rector was William de Eton in 1297.
Since that time the building has been changed and extended as the needs and aspirations of the congregation
has changed. The village has grown and developed from a medieval settlement to today’s modern village.
During all that time, almost a thousand years, the church has stood as a bastion of faith . Into its solid walls
have soaked the hopes, fears and dreams of the villagers. . It has been there to christen their children, sanctify
their marriages, bless their celebrations, bury and commemorate their dead. During its life the building has
been neglected, refurbished , lavishly embellished and extended.

Catherine of Aragon, while patron, scolded her steward:‐

“We wol and comaunde you to deliver or cause to be delivered thre okes convenable for Tym‐
ber, To be taykn of our gift wt. in oure parc of Chilton Folyat as well for the reparacon of the
Churche of Chilton Folyat whiche is in grete Ruyne and Decay”
Those timbers are still in place.
In Victorian times major works took place to give it a then fashionable Gothic Revival appearance. For practical
reasons some of this decoration has more recently been removed.
During its life the parishioners and patrons have cherished and maintained the building in the knowledge that
theirs is the responsibility to hand it on to their successors in as good a condition as possible. The Church is part
of England’s Heritage.
The current Parish Council found that there were major problems with the roof and that if the building was to
be handed on in good condition major work would have to be carried out.
A detailed specification for the work was agreed and offered for tender to suitably qualified contractors.
When the tenders were received it was clear that the Parish Council did not hold sufficient funds to cover the
cost and a fundraising campaign was launched.
The response to the appeal was immediate and extremely generous. Many trusts and funds both private and
industrial subscribed together with very many local people.
By the middle of 2014 the PCC was confident that it would have the funds to carry out the work and a con‐
tract was placed.
Work started during September 2015 and was completed by the end of 2016.
This is a brief description of the work done.

Area A,

Key to areas
This was the last main area to be repaired. It had been originally thought that it would only need superficial patching
but when the scaffold had ben erected and a detailed survey carried out it was found that the concrete tiles, replaced
some fifty years ago were badly corroded and the whole area needed to be replaced. The substructure had also suffered from areas of water penetration. Though the concrete tiles had been laid on felt and battens these were not up to
modern standards. The abutments against the tower and the gable end wall were also failing.
The whole area was stripped, The underlying timbers were repaired as necessary and new counter battens, modern
felt and cross battens were laid before covering with new Cotswold stone tiles.

The badly corroded concrete tiles

New felt and battens laid with new Cotswold
stone tiles. Awaiting new soakers and flashing abutting the tower.

Though the main project was the repair of the outside of the roof the interior had
to receive some attention. The general construction of the roof throughout is of
oak rafters over which are laid lateral planks. These planks have stepped edges which form a seal and allow some
expansion. The stone tiles on the main parts of the roof and the welsh slates had been fitted by nailing directly onto
the lateral pine boarding. This had two main disadvantages. First the nails penetrated into the inside of the ceiling.
Secondly there was little air space to allow ventilation and when a heating system was installed in the Church the
rising warm air caused condensation. This in turn caused discolouration on the inside and in many places had
caused the planking to rot. Furthermore there were some places, particularly at the abutments to the gable ends
where, because of faulty flashing design, there had been some ingress of rainwater.

Interior

North face of the Nave

The original felt and battens exposed

New Cotswold stone tiles being laid
on new felt and battens

The solution to these fundamental faults was to repair the damaged lateral boarding wherever it was required, lay
counter (vertical ) battens directly onto these and lay a modern “breathable” roofing felt on top. This allowed air circulation to the lateral boarding.
Above the felt horizontal battens were fixed at a reducing pitch towards the ridges. The stones were nailed into these
battens allowing graduated sizing with smaller stones fitted at the ridges and the largest at the base. Since the general level of the stone tiles was now higher than the original level modified flashing details had to be made at the gable ends.

The painted and gilded barrel vaulted ceiling
installed in the Chancel during the “Gothic Revival” refurbishment I 1854.to .Care had to be
taken not to damage the fragile lath and plaster
construction.

Staining showing on the ceiling of the South aisle of
the Nave

A section of the Chancel ceiling showing a
small area where paint is flaking away

The original rafters installed on the orders of
Catherine of Aragon. Modified with a curved oak
covering strip in 1854

Area J

Tower

Area B

Nave South face

Key to areas
Key to areas

This area together with Area C drain into a copper clad valley gutter. They are out of sight from the ground
and both have at some time been clad in Welsh Slates as economical replacements for the original Cotswold
stone tiles.

Typical damaged rendering

Damaged rendering above roof abutment

Cracks above stone moulding

Clockface before refurbishment

Rotted timber louvres

Broken and cracked moulding

Area B was in better condition than Area C and it was decided that although the underlay was not up to modern standards the waterproofing was satisfactory. Some minor repairs were required, particularly at the abutment to the tower. At some stage the drainage from the tower had been modified so that the original external
drainage spouts had been replaced by internal downpipes, joining and emerging to discharge onto Area B.
This had overloaded the flashing at the abutment and caused the timber in this area to rot. New flashing was
introduced and laid beneath new rendering to the tower and soakers were fitted beneath the slates. Lead
guides were installed to direct the tower drainage away from the tower wall.

Damaged timberwork with new flashing
awaiting replacement of slates

Damaged flashing at abutment to gable end
Clockface after repainting and gilding

Damaged timberwork showing tower drain outlet

Completed new flashing

Area C South Aisle North face

Area J

Tower

Key to areas

This area together with Area C drain into a copper clad valley gutter. They are out of sight from the ground
and both have at some time been clad in Welsh Slates as economical replacements for the original Cotswold
stone tiles.

Key to areas

A close inspection revealed that there were a number of small faults in the tower. There were areas where the
masonry had split or broken and in several places the rendering had become detached or was cracked. All of these were
repaired to a good serviceable state and a general check was made of the waterproofing. The wooden louvred panels
to the bell chamber were repaired and replaced as necessary.
Under a separate arrangement the clock face was removed, refurbished and re-gilded.

Area C was not only in worse condition than Area B but the slates had been laid in a way where the overlaps
were too small and the lines followed an irregular pattern. This, together with the fact that there was no underlay meant that the whole area had to be stripped and relayed to the correct modern standard. Fitting counter
battens, felt and horizontal battens meant that the final surface of the slates was higher than original. This had
an effect on the abutments at the gable ends which had to be accommodated with new flashings chased in at
a higher level.

West view of the Tower

Original slates showing small overlap and crooked
alignment

Repaired headstone

New felt and battens being laid

New buttress capping stone

The finished roof

Damaged headstone above window

Damaged string course above clock face

New buttress capping

Repaired string course

Areas G & H

Vestry and Porch

Area D

South Aisle South face

Key to areas
Key to areas

Both these areas had minor faults which were repaired by replacing tiles and renovating flashings

The Cotswold stones to Area D were not in bad condition but there was evidence that the substructure had
sunk in some places. The stones had been nailed directly into the planking below without any battens . All
the stones were removed, The timbers below repaired and the stones replaced on counter battens, felt. and
battens The raising of the general level meant that the abutments at the gable ends had to be adjusted. The
East end gable was able to accommodate this but at the West end a secret gutter was built beneath the
stones and flashed into the gable end. Only about 20% of the stones on Area D had to be replaced. During
the stripping and cleaning the wall plates were exposed and this revealed the “Gothic Revival” parapet gutter
and gargoyles which had been bridged over at a later stage.

Stripping of old stone tiles

The porch after repair

Rotted area at gable end abutment

The porch after repair

Typical rotted area
of boarding
Repairing the timber at gable end

Repaired gable end showing false gutter

The North face of the Chancel and the Vestry roofs after repair
Completed roof showing 20% of new stone tiles

Area E

Area F

Chancel South slope

Chancel North slope

Key to areas
The Cancel roof was the first area to be repaired. In the 1845 restoration a castellated parapet and secret gutter had
been added together with a panelled barrel vaulted ceiling beneath. When the roof was stripped it was clear to see how
these modifications had been made. At some later stage the parapet had been removed and the slope of the roof extended to cover the gutter. The new overhang was sufficient for rainwater to fall away from the wall and no gutter was
fitted.
There was evidence that the substructure was damaged and subsiding and it was important that any repairs should not
cause damage to the fragile lath and plaster barrel vaulted ceiling below.
Because of the dubious condition of the stone tiles it was decided to replace all of them on the south face and use those
in good condition on the North face.

Old flashing exposed

New rafter at gable end

Key to areas

The North slope stone tiles were in a poor state and it was decided that they would be stripped and relayed on new felt
and battens using any serviceable tiles. The remainder being taken from those on the South face that were in good condition. In part this face abuts the roof of the vestry (Area G) . A lead lined valley gutter joins them. the remaining part of
the roof does not have sufficient overhang and a new gutter was therefore installed.
The flashing and soakers at each end were replaced and rendered over.

Old gutter exposed. New rafter fitted
Valley gutter before blocking “nesting hole”

Completed roof

Completed roof

Completed roof

Flashed and rendered abutment

Completed roof
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